
Chapter 7 

Possible Applications of Fluoro Protein Chromophore Coupled 

Photomagnetic Diradicals 

The design, characterisation and application of three different pairs of imino nitroxide based 

green fluorescent protein chromophore and its different homologue coupled diradicals have 

been theoretically studied in this chapter. To begin with, the geometries of all these 

diradicals have been optimized at high spin state in gas phase, in water medium and in blood 

plasma medium. For calculations in water medium, we adopted the 2-layer our own N

layer integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics (ON/OM) method. Similarly for 

blood phase calculations, the polarized continuum model (PCM) method has been adopted. 

With these optimized geometries the magnetic exchange coupling constant (J) values are 

estimated for these diradicals in different medium using broken symmetry (BS) approach in 

unrestricted DFT framework We found that these diradicals have an ability to change 

their magnetic nature from antiferromagnetic in trans form to ferromagnetic in cis form upon 

irradiation with light of appropriate wavelength. Using time dependent DFT (TDDFT) 

technique the required wavelengths of light by which non-fluorescent dark trans diradicals 

turn into their corresponding bright fluorescent cis isomers, are determined for each pair of 

gas water This color change which can be observed in bare eyes 

is indeed a signature of the change in magnetic state of the diradicals concerned. Moreover, 

we have also calculated the zero field splitting (ZFS) parameter (D), rhombic ZFS parameter 

(E) and ZFS magnitude (a2). From our calculations we ambitiously expect that if these 

diradicals are synthesized then they can be used as successful, non-hazardous magnetic 

resonance imaging contrast agent (MRICA) in place of other metal based contrast agents. 



7.1. Introduction 

Materials science research has gained notable importance in the field of biomedical 

research through design, preparation and appliance of effective multifunctional 

biomaterials.1
-
3 Some of these multifunctional systems are useful because they exhibit 

magnetic behavior in reduced dimension. The fundamental requirement for developing 

multifunctional nano-magnetic material is to design ferromagnetic molecules with diverse 

functional characteristics such as photosensitivity, fluorescence activity, water solubility etc. 

These types of multifunctional molecules have earned huge interest in the lurking field 

materials science research.4 Following this trend, attention has been given on designing 

photomagnetic molecules which change their magnetic behavior when exposed to suitable 

external radiation. 5 Thus, these systems can be activated or deactivated by appropriate 

auJ'""'v.u as required for effective use of their magnetic property. Nevertheless, magnetic 

field induced magnetization reversal procedure for magnetically active molecules is well 

known and used for diverse technological applications.6 However, this process is difficult to 

implement as it requires very high field gradient. On the other hand, compared to the field 

induced process, photoinduced magnetic crossover is easier to accomplish and more suitable 

for functional uses. 7 

Photochromic molecules undergo photon induced reversible chemical change 

involving two different wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation and instantaneously 

modulate their geometries and physical properties. If two monoradical moieties are 

cmmected with such photochromic coupler of particular structural form the resulting 

diradical switch to another structural form of the coupler by a definite external 

electromagnetic radiation. 8 As a result, change in magnetic property due to this structural 

change is observed. The photomagnetic behavior of substituted pyrene molecules has been 

nicely studied by Ali and Datta.9 Photoinduced antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic crossover 

in case of organic diradicals has also been reported and widely studied very recently.5 

Fluorescent proteins, with photochromic property have revolutionized the study of 

living cells. The first such protein utilized in cell biology was green fluorescent protein 
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(GFP) which was obtained from jellyfish Aequorea Victoria. 10 The GFP has found its use in 

cellular and molecular biology, genetics, medicines and chemistry over the past several 

years.10
'
11 This has also initiated several studies on different natural and artificial homologues 

of GFP. 12
'
13 The structural aspects and uses of GFP and its various homologues are nicely 

illustrated in the detailed review of Zimmer. 13 

Photomagnetic molecules with GFP chromophore and its homologues based 

diradicals have recently been designed and studied by Bhattacharya et al.5
(b) There is 

certainly a possibility of developing multifunctional photochromic ferromagnetic molecules 

with GFP and its different derivatives as couplers which are expected to show fluorescence 

properties in addition to the ferromagnetic properties. Existence of both magnetic and 

fluorescence properties in same molecule will certainly make them a potent candidate for 

different biomedical applications particularly in the field of magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI). The site specific MRI contrast agent (MRICA) with increased rate of relaxation of 

water protons in the targeted tissues, makes MRI fascinating in the field of in vivo 

bimolecular imaging. Most widely used MRICAs are various Gd-chelate compounds. 

However, Gd ion being poisonous in nature, toxic effect of Gd ion due to accidental in vivo 

dissociation of the Gd-chelate can not be avoided causing renal failure of patient after MRI 

investigation. 14 An alternative way is to use radical based organic MRICAs like nitroxide

leveled anti-cancer drug lomustine. 15 The point to be noted here is that a successful MRICA 

should be anti toxic, water soluble, biocompatible, easily renal excreable, and most 

importantly in vivo stable. Moreover, it should have greater volume distribution and better 

permeability. So far, among the synthesized stable radicals, nitroxyl radicals possess 

these qualities making themselves suitable for designing MRICA. 16 Moreover, pyrrolidine 

and piperidine type nitroxyl radicals have the ability to cross the blood brain barrier (BBB) 

which is the primary requirement for a MRICA to be suitable for brain MRI scan. 15 

In this chapter, we have used (1) p-HBDI, (2) m-HBDI and (3) BFPF as fluorescent 

couplers with imino nitroxide (IN) as magnetic center to construct the diradicals. In every 

case trans-isomers of diradicals are designated as (a) and its corresponding cis-isomers are 

indicated as (b). Diradicals attached to the trans and cis states of GFP type coupler absorb 
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Scheme 7.1. Pictographic representation of reversible trans-cis photoisomerization of green 

fluorescent protein chromophore based diradicals (1-3). Where, X is imino nitroxide (IN) 

moiety and Y represents the fragment of the particular chromophore. Here, rand rp stands for 

the dihedral angles as shown. 

Y= 

Trans 
c 0 ( r = l80 , rp =O ) 

Diradicnl (a) Diradical 

and. X= 

JN 

two different wavelengths and interchange their states as well as the nature of magnetism 

depending upon the state of GFP coupler to which it is attached. We choose the imino 

nitroxide radical because of its stability, non-toxicity and solubility in water medium. 17 These 

designed diradicals are useful in making water soluble photoswitchable magnetic molecules 

with fluorescence properties observable in naked eye. The whole process is shown in Scheme 

7.1 . We have estimated the magnetic exchange coupling constant values (.f) for two different 

forms of every diradical in gas phase. We have also evaluated their J values in water and 
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blood plasma medium to understand their in vivo suitability. By writing blood plasma in 

italics we really mean that we have taken an average condition of a very complicated 

physiological fluid, blood. Throughout this article the same has been referred as "blood" in 

several occasions. The relative stability of the designed diradicals in different medium with 

respect to the total energy value is discussed. In every medium we have observed a magnetic 

crossover from antiferro- to ferro-magnetic states when the trans forms of each diradical is 

exposed to suitable wavelength of light. The required wavelength of external radiation is 

estimated through time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) based calculations 

both in gas phase and in water medium. To know the suitability of our designed diradicals as 

MRICAs, we have evaluated their zero field splitting (ZFS) parameters and compared 

other synthesized molecular systems which are already in use as MRICAs. 

702. Theoretical Background and Methodology 

The exchange interaction between two magnetic sites 1 and 2, is in general expressed 

by the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, ii = -2JS1 • §2' where sl and s2 are the spin angular 

momentum operators of site 1 and 2 respectively and J is the exchange coupling constant. A 

positive J indicates ferromagnetic interaction whereas the negative value of J signifies 

antiferromagnetic interaction. To evaluate the exchange coupling constant with reasonably 

less computational effort, Noodleman18 has proposed an unrestricted spin polarized broken 

symmetry (BS) formalism in DFT framework. The BS state is not a pure spin state but a state 

mixed spin symmetry with lower spatial symmetry. Depending on the extent of magnetic 

between two magnetic sites, many scientists have developed different formulae to 

estimate J using the BS approach. 18
-
20 Ideally, for diradicals the computed average <St2> 

values for triplet and BS states should be exactly 2.00 or 1.00 respectively. However in 

reality, their difference is not exactly unity showing a clear indication of spin contamination 

problem. In order to neutralize the spin contamination error associated with the BS state, one 

can use spin projection technique. For estimating the J values of diradicals of organic origin, 

the following expression by Yamaguchi et al. 19 is the most widely applied5
•
9

•
21 and has been 

used by us in this chapter. This expression is given by 
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(7.1) 

where EBs, (S)Bs and EHs, (S)Hs are the energy and average spm square values for 

corresponding BS and high spin states respectively. 

As far as the biomedical applications are concerned, gas phase calculations of 

molecular energies are unlikely to produce a reliable picture. A more realistic approach is to 

consider the molecule-medium interaction. To achieve this end, one can employ the Our own 

N-layer Integrated molecular Orbital molecular Mechanics (ONIOM) method. In this method 

the whole system is divided into several onion-like layers. Out of which the inner active 

centre is treated with highest level ab initio QM method while the outer layer is treated with 

low-level QM or MM method. In a two layer hybrid ONIOM (high: low) method the 

extrapolated energy of the real system at high level is given by 

E ONIOM _ E high E low E low 
total - core + total - core , (7.2) 

where 'high' and 'low' refers to high- and low-level theoretical methods. The subscripts 'core' 

and 'total' indicate the active site and the whole system respectively. Explicit solvation effect 

on the triplet geometry and triplet energy can be obtained from the ONIOM optimized 

geometry of the diradical molecule. A similar calculation using BS state of the inner high 

level layer will give the solvation effect on the energy of BS state. The method is named as 

ONIOM-BS method?2 

Another way of considering the effect of medium on molecule is to apply polarized 

continuum model (PCM) method. This method, proposed by Newton,23 evaluates the solute 

charge density distribution in dielectric continuum by solving the Schrodinger equation self 

consistently. The method considers that a molecule has a defmite shape and effective volume 

and it is rarely spherical. Moreover, half the diameter of the solvent molecule is added with 

the constructed boundary of the solute molecule. In most cases the solvent is water unless 

specified and in general 0.5A is added leading to slight error. As this method relies on self 
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consistency, it is valid for any order and one can perform PCM calculations for various 

quantum chemical methods like DFT, perturbation theory etc. Using PCM one can also 

optimize molecular geometry. The PCM method actually considers medium as a dielectric 

continuum and any averaging is included in the dielectric constant. As a matter of fact, PCM 

does not explicitly consider any fluctuation effect from average solvent polarization?4 For all 

three diradical pairs PCM optimization calculations have been carried out taking blood 

plasma (c: =58) as medium. With the PCM optimized geometry of these diradicals in high 

spin state, the BS treatment has been performed to know the magnetic nature of these 

molecules in blood plasma medium. This method is named as PCM-BS method. 

It is known that the spectroscopic and photochemical properties of any photoactive 

molecule can be well comprehended by knowing the ground and excited state energies of the 

molecule. For any photoinduced chemical process involving chromophore, it is necessary to 

know the transition energy between the two photo reactive forms of the species. It has 

been observed that the transition energy barrier has close correspondence with the excitation 

energy of the chromophoric molecule. To be more specific, in the different variants of GFP 

chromophores the excitation would take place from bonding (Jr) to antibonding ( n*) orbitals. 

It is already known that, the post Hartree Fock methods are suitable to estimate the wave 

length external radiation for electronic transition in molecular systems?5 However, they 

are also computationally expensive and following our recent works,5
(a),S(b) we have employed 

time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)26 based calculations, which is a way out 

to obtain electronic excitation energies with less computational efforts?7 The TDDFT 

method, relies on the frequency dependent polarizability of a system, and produces more 

reliable results than other methods.Z8 On the other hand, TDDFT is almost free from "near 

triplet instability"29 error and in addition the excited state energies from filled to unfilled 

orbitals can be obtained by performing only ground state Kohn-Sham calculations.30
•
31 

The TDDFT method is based on the dynamic polarizability a(w) of a system which 

has poles at frequencies analogous to its transition energies. Obtaining the frequency 

dependent polarizability from TDDFT calculations and substituting it in the sum-over-states 

relation 
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(7.3) 

one can get oscillator strength (h) and excitation frequency (01) respectively.29 We calculate 

ff_:;,Jfl' transition energies for all designed trans fluorescent protein chromophores following 

the above method. All these above mentioned computations are implemented through 

Gaussian 09W quantum chemical package.32 

Rajca and coworkers have established that the diradical and polyradical systems with 

organic origin can be successfully used as MRl contrast agent.33 For the rational designing of 

MRICA one needs to know the extent of zero field splitting (ZFS) in addition to the 

solubility criterion. The ZFS, associated with magnetic anisotropy, is one of the important 

parameters to investigate the geometric and electronic properties of a radical with S > Y2.34 

Having known the ZFS, one can easily estimate the electron spin correlation time which is 

one of the governing factors for clearer MRI scans with enhanced contrast?5 

The ZFS from two contributions, namely the direct electron-electron magnetic 

dipole spin-spin (SS) interaction and the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of the electronically 

excited state with the ground state.34 It has also been established from the earlier work that 

the SS coupling happens to be the main source of ZFS in case of organic diradicals?6 The 

ZFS value arising from the SS interactions can be estimated through effective spin 

Hamiltonian 

A 

HzFs == Inu§i§j , 
u 

(7.4) 

where D;i is the ZFS tensor, Sk is the k'th Cartesian component of the total electron spin 

operator. For a diagonalized Dif one can write the Hamiltonian as 

A ( "2 1 A2) ( "2 "2) H 2F.., =D sz - 3s +E sx -sy , (7.5) 

where D and E are the axial and rhombic ZFS parameters respectively ?7 
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The first order contribution to the ZFS energy using the single ground state Kahn

Sham determinant is the SS coupling part of the ZFS and it can be calculated by applying the 

following fonnula38 

D(SS)::: ge az \osM' ""'""' '!Jzgkl- 3(r;)k(r;), X {2s s -s s -s s } OSM ·)' (7.6) 
k/ 4 S(2S-1) c\ L.L.J 5 IZ )Z IX }X IY JY S 

I J*' rij 

where a is the fine structure constant, ge is the gyromagnetic ratio. The operators Smn signify 

n'th component of m'th spin vector and rv is the magnitude of the distance vector between 

spins i andj. The equation can be safely approximated as39 

(7.7) 

where pa-P = P11 
- ptl the spin density matrix the atomic orbital basis, and J1 , v , K and 2 

are the basis functions. 36 These tensor elements can be used to evaluate the ZFS parameters D 

and E.40 The and E values are utilized to determine the static ZFS magnitude (a2) using the 

formula 

(7.8) 

1 
From this a2 longitudinal electron spin relaxation rate can be estimated following the 

T;e 
• 41 expressiOn 

(7.9) 

where B0 is the external magnetic field, m0 is the Lannor frequency, r 2 and r' are the 

reduced spectral densities and a2r is the transient ZFS magnitude.42 Larger a2 corresponds to 
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a faster relaxation rate -
1
-.41 Here B3L YP correlation functional along with 6-31 G(d,p) 

~e 

basis set has been used in the unrestricted formalism for the calculation of D and a2. 

7.3. Results and Discussion 

The gas phase molecular geometries of all three cis-trans pairs have been fully 

optimized with the unrestricted B3LYP exchange correlation functional using 6-31G(d,p) 

Table 7.1. The gas phase single molecule optimized energies (in au) for trans 

corresponding cis forms of all 3 sets of diradicals. The (S) values and corresponding 

exchange coupling constants cm-1
) are also reported. The calculations are 

UB3L YP level of theory with 6-311 ++G(d,p) basis set. 

Diradical At UB3L YP/6-311 ++G(d,p) level 

Energy(au) (S2) J(cm ) 

la Triplet - 1601.62893 2.037 -8.8 

BS - 1601.62897 1.038 

1b Triplet - 1601.63404 2.038 2.2 

BS - 1601.63403 1.036 

Triplet - 1601.62905 2.035 -8.8 

BS - 1601.62909 1.040 

2b Triplet - 1601.63386 2.037 8.8 

BS - 1601.63382 1.034 

3a Triplet -1526.38116 2.036 -8.8 

BS -1526.38120 1.038 

3b Triplet -1526.38590 2.037 7.4 

BS -1526.38589 1.741 
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Scheme 7.2. Schematic representation of geometrical and exchange pattern of different 

photoconvertable GFP based antiferromagnetic (itinerant exchange) dark trans (la, 2a and 

3a) and their corresponding ferromagnetic (direct exchange) fluorescent cis (lb, 2b and 3b) 

diradicals taking imino nitroxide (IN) as radical centers. The red colored up and down arrows 

represent a and ~ spin respectively. 
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basis set. Scheme 7.2 shows the actual structure, exchange pattern and colors of all the 

ferromagnetic cis form and their corresponding dark antiferromagnetic trans form. The 

Figure 7.1 shows the gas phase optimized geometries. Based on these molecular geometries, 

the corresponding J values for each pair have been estimated from single point energies of 

the triplet and BS states at UB3LYP/6-3ll++G(d,p) level (eq 7.1). All the gas phase Jvalues 

are shown in Table 7.1. Hence, antiferro- to ferro-magnetic crossover in all chosen diradical 

systems are observed when the trans isomers are exposed with proper electromagnetic 

radiation. It is also to be noted that, this type of magnetic crossover is associated with 

fluorescence color change, which can be viewed in naked eye. It is clear from Figure 1 that 

the trans form of all the diradicals are planar. They possess singlet ground state with opposite 

spin orientation in two different spin sites. In these isomers spin polarization is blocked 

through the coupler resulting in a manifestation of antiferromagnetic behavior. However, in 

the corresponding states of the respective diradicals the monoradical centers are out 

plane in a manner that their close proximity facilitates direct exchange which results in 

fenomagnetism. The spin density plots admit the fact that although the spin density is less 

pronotmced through the coupler, the direct exchange makes them magnetically active.5
(a-b) 

The spin density distribution in gas phase optimization and in PCM optimization are depicted 

Figure 7.2 and Figure 73 respectively. 

To account for the solvent effect in the designed diradicals, we have performed 

ONIOM optimization (Figure 7.4) for each pair at UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p):UFF level treating 

the diradical as higher level and water as lower level in two level ONIOM. We take 

approximately 65 to 75 water molecules in low layer of ONIOM. The optimized geometries 

have been used for single point calculation of ONIOM-triplet and corresponding ONIOM-BS 

energies in UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p):UB3L YP/3-210 level of theory. The conesponding 

magnetic exchange coupling constant values obtained from the difference of ON! OM-triplet 

and ONIOM-BS energies using Yamaguchi formula are compiled in Table 7.2. Like that in 

gas phase here also we observe the antiferro- to ferro-magnetic crossover when explicit 

solvation model ONIOM method is considered. We have also taken into account the implicit 

solvation model using PCM technique. All the diradical pairs are optimized (Figure 7.5) at 

blood dielectric constant (s =58). We calculate theJvalues for all the diradicals through the 
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l(b) 

2(b) 3(a) 3(b) 

Figure 7.1. The gas phase optimized geometries of three trans (la, 2a, 3a) diradicals and 

their corresponding cis fonns (lb, 2b, 3b) with different GFP variants (p-HBDI, m-HBDI and 

BFPF respectively) as coupler. The geometries are optimized using UB3LYP method at 6-

31 G ( d,p) level. The carbon atoms are represented in grey, nitrogen in blue, oxygen in red 

and hydrogen in white respectively. 
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l(a) l(b) 2(a) 

2(b) 3(a) 3(b) 

Figure 7 .2. Gas phase spin-density plots for the diradicals in their triplet optimized states. 

Different color schemes are used for two different spins. 
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l(a) l(b) 2(a) 

f J, .. 

2(b) 3(a) 3(b) 

Figure 7.3. The spin-density plots for the triplet diradicals optimized using PCM method 

with & = 58. Red and green color schemes are used for the representation of a and /3 spin 

respectively. 

l(a) l(b) 
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2(a) 

3(a) 

" .""'). 
"·, .. ~ . /. 
TJ' 

2(b) 

3(b) 

Figure 7.4. The ONIOM optimized geometries of water solvated 3 trans (la, 2a, 3a) 

diradicals and their cotTesponding cis forms (lb, 2b, 3b) with different GFP variants (p

HBDI, m-HBDI and BFPF respectively) as coupler. The QM and MM levels are represented 

by ball and stick and only ball model respectively. The two layer ONIOM optimization for 

diradical pairs are performed at UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p):UFF level; where the diradicals 

are treated as higher level (QM) and water molecules at lower level (MM). The carbon atoms 

are represented in grey, nitrogen in blue, oxygen in red and hydrogen in white respectively. 

PCM-BS approach. The results of the PCM calculations are shown in Table 7.3. Even in this 

implicit solvent model we observe antifelTo- to fetTo-magnetic crossover. It has been noticed 

that there is a difference between the computed crossover values (M = Jcis - Jtrans) in PCM 

and ONIOM methods. The ONIOM being explicit in nature shows greater crossover (M) 

values. This is because of the fact that, instantaneous interaction of water molecule with that 

-OH group has an effect on the total energy values (for both singlet and triplet) of the trans 
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isomer. On the other hand, in PCM method all the diradicals of each and every pair are in 

same dielectric environment. It is evident from the PCM optimized spin density plots (Figure 

7.3) that for the cis-diradicals the direct exchange interaction between the spin centers is 

predominant. However, for planer trans-isomers antiferromagnetic interaction is observed 

which is also in accordance with spin density alternation rules (Figure 7.3).43 

Table 7.2. The ONIOM energies (in au) of all three different sets of diradicals and their 

corresponding (S2
) values at UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p):UB3LYP/3-21G level of theory for inner 

core diradical and outer water layer respectively. All exchange coupling constants have been 

estimated in the unit of cm-1
• 

Diradical At (UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p):UB3LYP/3-21G) level 
Energy( au) (sl) J(cm-) 

~~----------

la Triplet -1592.37843 2.033 -6.6 

BS -·1592.37846 1.036 

lb Triplet -1592.38692 2.035 2.2 

BS -1592.38691 1.036 

2a Triplet -1592.38116 2.037 1 

BS -1592.38121 1.040 

2b Triplet -1592.38587 2.034 4.4 

BS 592.38585 1.034 

3a Triplet -1517.58297 2.037 -8.8 

BS -1517.58301 1.040 

3b Triplet -1517.58784 2.035 2.2 

BS -1517.58783 1.035 
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Table 7.3. The PCM optimization results for different trans and their respective cis forms of 

all studied diradicals in blood plasma (taking £ = 58) medium using UB3L YP/6-31G(d,p) 

level of theory. The (S) values of each diradical are reported separately. The absolute 

energies are expressed in au, exchange coupling constants (.J) in cm-1
. 

Diradical At UB3L YP/6-31G(d,p) level 

Energy( au) (~/) J(cm-1
) 

la Triplet --1601.26522 2.037 -8.8 

BS -1601.26526 1.040 

lb Triplet -1601.26938 2.039 2.2 

BS -1601.26937 1.039 

2a Triplet -1601.26465 2.037 -6.6 

BS 601.26468 1.039 

2b Triplet -1601.26937 2.037 4.4 

BS 601.26935 1.037 

3a Triplet -1526.04072 2.037 -6.6 

BS -1526.04075 1.040 

3b Triplet 526.04523 2.038 2.2 

BS -1526.04522 1.038 
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l(b) 2(a) 

2(b) 3(a) 3(b) 

Figure 7.5. The PCM optimized geometries of three trans (la, 2a, 3a) diradicals and their 

corresponding ( 2b, 3b) with different GFP variants (p-HBDI, m-HBDI and 

BFPF respectively) as coupler. The geometries are optimized using PCM method with 8 = 

58, at UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The carbon atoms are represented in grey, 

nitrogen in blue, oxygen in red and hydrogen in white respectively. 

7.3.1. Time Dependent Density Functional Study 

As discussed earlier, the transition energies for the cis-trans conversion on irradiation of 

appropriate wave length of light can be estimated using TDDFT technique. The 
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experimentally found excitation peaks for different variants of neutral bare GFP used in the 

trans form of diradicals 1 and 3 are 399 nm and 355 nm respectively. By cautiously applying 

TDDFT technique we found a reasonably good match between the experimental 

findings 10
(b),IZ(a) and our calculated data. From the gas phase TDDFT results (Table 7.4), we 

conclude that with the application of 360-390 nm wave length of light the antiferromagnetic 

trans diradicals convert into their corresponding ferromagnetic cis forms. The transition 

brings out magnetic crossover along with a visual change from non-fluorescent dark to 

fluorescent green or blue form of GFP-diradicals. Similar types of calculations using water as 

solvent (Table 7.5) have been carried out for each pair of diradicals. A reasonable agreement 

between the experimental data12
(a) and our calculated data for absorption wavelength of GFP 

at water medium at least for one example (la) inspires about the authenticity of our 

calculation for rest of the molecules for which such experimental data are absent. For a visual 

effect, as trans forms of these diradicals are dark, upon irradiation of light of suitable 

wavelength the trans isomers change to corresponding bright fluorescent cis forms (green for 

p-HBDI and m-HBDI, blue for BFPF).ll,tz As a result, even without evaluating coupling 

constants, one can easily identify the magnetic status of the molecules, by visual inspection 

alone. 

Table 7.4. The n~:r/ transition energy values in gas phase, estimated wave length a;•exc in 

trans diradicals at UB3LYP (TDDFT) level using 6-JlG(d,p) basis set, bAexc is the 

experimental value for bare couple [ref. 12(a)]. 

Diradicals El( in EJT* in Transition Estimated a },exc Experimental 

au au energy in eV for diradicals in bAexc for bare 

nm couplers in nm 
la -0.20780 -0.08309 3.39353 364 392 

2a -0.21606 --0.08664 3.52170 351 

3a -0.21675 -0.08634 3.54864 349 355 
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Table 7.5. The estimated Jr~Jr* transition energy values of all trans diradicals with wave 

length aAexc in water medium. Calculations are done at UB3LYP (TDDFT)/6-31G(d,p) level 

of theory, bAexc is the experimental value for bare coupler in water medium taken from ref. 

12(a). 

Diradicals Etr in au Etr* in au Transition Estimated a Aexc Experimental 

energy in eV for diradicals in b Aexc for bare 

nm couplers in nm 

la -0.21875 -0.09473 3.37476 366 368 

2a -0.22717 -0.09679 3.54782 349 

3a -0.22843 -0.09715 3.57231 346 

7.3.2. Applicability of the Designed Diradicals as Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging Contrast Agent (MRICA) 

In this chapter, the parameter D and static ZFS magnitude ( a2) have been 

numerically estimated gas phase, water medium (with dieiectric constant t: =80 and 

refractive index Jlri = 1.33) and also in blood plasma medium (t: =58 and Jlri = 1.1315),44 

(Table 7.6) for diradicals with S=l states using ORCA program package45 in DFT formalism. 

One point to be noted here is that, all the ferromagnetic diradicals possess the primary 

criterion to be a MRJCA as discussed in the introduction section. Another point to be noted 

here is to nitroxide monoradical, nitroxide based di- or poly-radicals have the 

ability to increase the longitudinal relaxation rate (l/T1e).33
(b) A discussion about the D, az 

and 1/T1e is due here. The calculated D values and a2 are reported in Table 7.6. It is apparent 

from the eq (7.9) that the static ZFS magnitude (a2) is directly proportional to the 

longitudinal relaxation rate, (reciprocal of time taken for protons to realign with the external 

magnetic field, 1/Tie), which can be controlled in molecular level.33
(b) Nonetheless, with the 

increase of l/T1e the observed MRI signal is enhanced.46 From Table 7.6 it is evident that 

our computed IDI values for cis diradicals are in the range of 1.62x 10-2 to 1.69x 10-2 cm-1 in 
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three different mediums. In an experimental work, Rajca and co-workers have synthesized 

nitroxide based high spin (S = 1) diradicals, which have been already established as standard 

MRICA of organic origin. In water ethanol mixture these synthesized diradicals have 

furnished the \DI values in the range of 1.2x10-2 to 1.7x10-2 cm-1
•
33

(a) In another recent 

communication, we have noticed that, a stable diarylnitroxide triplet diradical is capable to 

be used as MRICA with \DI and lEI values 1.223x10-2 and 1.44xl0-3 cm-1 correspondingly.47 

As a result, the calculated a2 value for that diradical comes around l.02x10-2 in the unit of 

cm-1
• In our designed GFP chromophore based diradicals, the calculated a2 values are in the 

range of 1.33xl0-2 to 1.39xl0-2 cm-1 as depicted in Table 7.6. From these two experimental 

findings,33
(a),4

6 it is clear that, our designed diradicals are able to perform well as MRICA 

organic origin, capable of producing clearer MRI image.33
(b),

35 Moreover, each fragment of 

the diradicals i.e., the radical moieties15
•
16 and the GFP fragments 11

·
13 both can cross the 

BBB. As a result, the constructed diradicals are also expected to cross the BBB and hence 

suitable as brain MRICAs. 

Table 7.6. Spin-spin ZFS parameter D(SSJ in cm-1
, static ZFS magnitude a2 in cm-1 and 

parameter (E) values in cm-1 are given for all different ferromagnetic cis 

diradicals three different mediums using UB3L YP/6-31 G(d,p) basis set. 

Diradicals Medium ncss) in cm-1 Eincm 1 a
2 

in cm-1 

Gas -0.01696 -0.00054 0.01387 

lb Water -0.01682 -0.00053 0.01375 

Blood plasma -0.01683 -0.00053 0.01376 

Gas -0.01644 -0.00052 0.01344 

2b Water -0.01628 -0.00051 0.01331 

Blood plasma -0.01629 -0.00051 0.01332 

Gas -0.01651 -0.00052 0.01350 

3b Water -0.01636 -0.00051 0.01338 

Blood plasma -0.01636 -0.00051 0.01338 
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7 .4. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have designed and investigated three different paus of 

photoswitchable antiferromagnetic trans and their corresponding ferromagnetic cis diradicals 

where GFP chromophore and its different fluorescent homologue are used as couplers with 

Imino Nitroxide (IN) as radical centers. The basis of choosing Imino Nitroxide (IN) as 

radical moiety lies on a report by Rajca et al., that the water soluble nitroxides can be used as 

very effective spin level, magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent, antioxidant etc.47 

From our calculations we infer that all the designed diradicals are not only stable in 

different solvents but they also show antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic crossover 

different mediums like water (dielectric constant, e = 80 and refractive index, Jlri = 1.33) and 

blood (dielectric constant, e = 58 and llri = L1315),44 when exposed to appropriate 

electromagnetic The calculations are done employing both ONIOM and PCM 

techniques. All the high spin geometries are optimized using UB3L YP/6-31 G( d,p) method in 

ONIOM and PCM. The low spin states of these diradicals are described by ONIOM-BS and 

PCM-BS states. The photochemical properties of the diradicals in gas phase and in solvent 

phases have been investigated using TDDFT method. 

We have investigated the possibility of using our designed diradicals as successful 

magnetic resonance imaging contrast agent. As of now, most of the widely used Gd~based 

MRICAs show adverse side effects due to Gd ions. 14 The designed diradicals, if synthesized, 

is expected to be free from such hazards. Rajca and co-workers33
(a) have reported diradicals 

(S = 1) in water-ethanol mixture which can be used as MRICA. We found that our designed 

nitroxide based diradicals have static ZFS parameters D in the same range (1.2 x 10-2 to 

1.7x 10-2 cm-1)?3
Ca) The ZFS parameter is indicative of the efficiency of MRICA as already 

discussed. Moreover, the GFP chromophore is stable even at 65°C. 13 Thereby, these GFP 

based nano-magnetic moieties can be used in hyperthermia treatment where the therapeutic 

threshold is of 42°C.1
(a), 

48 The GFP is also known to have good tagging ability, 13 thus 

magnetic separation of different GFP-tagged biological entity is possible with suitable use of 

these diradicals. 
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The concluding point to be discussed here has an ambitious note. The GFP encoded 

lentiviral particles paired with carbon coated Co-nanoparticle are used for therapeutic uses, 

particularly in the field of targeted gene delivery.49 On the other hand, foiate leveled 

magnetic nano-particles are used for their tagging ability in malignant cell without any side 

effects and toxicity.50 As a matter of fact, one may combine these two ideas and converge to 

the point that if GFP based ferromagnetic diradicals tagged with folate moiety is injected 

without any biocompatible coating in a living organism, it can serve both these purposes. 

Nevertheless, this area is relatively young, rapidly developing, and multidisciplinary and can 

find a huge application in various fields if these diradicals are synthesized. The whole idea is 

represented in simple schematic manner by Scheme 7.3. 

Scheme 7.3. The Schematic representation ofbio-applicability of these six diradicals. 

Guided to pathologic site 
by chemical means 
(using suitable tagger) 

Magnetically guided to 
pathologic site 

This work has been published in Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics (Ref. 51). 
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